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WRAS Approved Floor Standing Drinking Fountain  
Product Code DFFSA-WRAS 
 
The WRAS approved (Water Research Advisory Scheme) floor standing adult 
height drinking water fountain is wall and floor mounted and provides a strong, 
attractive, easily cleaned solution for delivering drinking water. The water bubbler 
tap has been tested and approved by the Water Research Advisory Scheme to 
ensure it complies with the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations or Scottish 
Byelaws. Manufactured from 1.6mm thick grade 304 stainless steel with a full 
height shroud the fountain is very robust and resistant to vandalism. The fully 
removable shroud conceals the waste and supply pipework for extra vandal  
resistance and safety and is retained by security screws. Polished to a satin  
finish the adult height fountain is easily maintained ensuring a long lasting finish. 
The smooth radius design helps prevent injury from sharp corners, and along 
with the 75mm rear upstand aids cleaning which improves hygiene. The compact 
design allows the fountain to be easily installed at any suitable location. The 
press button time flow bubbler tap is located away from the back wall making it 
easier for the user to bend down to drink. The self closing valve prevents water 

wastage. 

Width: 305mm. 
Depth: 350mm from wall. 

Height: 915mm plus 75mm rear upstand. 

Recommended mounting heights: 

Adult: 900 to 915mm. 
Junior: 760mm. 
Infant: 690mm. 

Secondary: 860mm. 

Supplied with: 

Integral wall and floor fixing brackets. 
32mm flush grated waste fitting. 
WRAS approved chrome plated bubbler tap with shielded nozzle, self closing 

valve and 15mm water pipe compression coupler. 

Options: 
 
Plastic 38mm bottle trap. 
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